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The Spur of an operator A is defined by
SpA=L:(~ .. , A~ .. )=I(~k' A~k) dIe, (1) . . whdre {~ .. } and {~k} stand for complete ortho normalized systems such as L:~R(X) ~n (y) = J ~k(X) ~k(y)dk=D(x-y) (2) " Clearly the definition of Spur is independent of the choice of a special system. For instance, a complete system is given by
Using the system (3) we can obta.in the Spur of an operator of the type as
A=F( Q) G(P) , (4)
where Q, P stand for the coordinate and momentum operators. In fact, SpA= Idk(~k' A~",)=-ln: -f dk Thus we. get the following. formula
For a system with f degrees of freedom, (5) is easily generalized to
This formula is valid for. the case when all
Ps assume continuous eigenvalues, and this enables us to calculate thermodynamical functions of the quantum statistical mechanics by the classical phase space integrals.
1. Application to Statistical Mechanics.
In order to calculate thermodynamical functions, it is enough to know the partition function or the Zustandsumme. In the classical and the quantum statistical mechanics, they are given by H _ r r dql···dql dpl···dpJ -e kT
Now we-assume that the system is put into a volume V, then we can assume that the potential U is infinite outside of the given volume V. Moreover, we take a special Hamiltonian as follows:
In the calculation of (7), we use the expansion e-:-3H = e-~(K+l'l =e-BU e-~K (e1K e1U e-6(K+ Ul)
where /1=l/kT. If we employ the special form of (8) 
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Another application of the Spur calculaion is the expansion theorem of an operator. Consider such an operator in Hilbert space .p as Sp{S*S)< + co,
where S* is the adjoint operator of S.
We will call the set of all operators satisfying (14) as s. The property of S is as follows:
(1) S is a linear space. If S E SI' S2' then S € aSl +{jS2' where a, {j are complex numbers.
(2) If s e SI' S2' then Sp{SI* S2)< + co.
And it is easily proved that S forms a Hilbert space. In this case the product, or more precisely the inner product of iJl and iJ2 is defined by
We must notice that the element of S is an operator in the ordinary Hilbert space .p.
Let us denote the operator in S by the German letters. Clearly the folIowing operator 2 is linear, Sp{e-~U e-~K P grad U) =Sp (grad U. e-'u e-~JC P) =It-'l ~dqldq2dq3 grad U.e-~u v Now we will put for any quantity S that then we obtain This is a power series offi,2, expliciUy representing the relation.between classical and quantum statistical mechanics.
2. Expansion Theorem.
Let us denote the operator in S by the German letters. Clearly the folIowing operator 2 is linear, By the theory of Hilbert space, any element 8 of S can be expanded as rr dp dq
because of the completeness of the eigenfunctions of Hermite operators. Now remember the formula (5), then using Fourier's integral theorem and Weyl's
Consequently we can write simply
Now multipiying 8* from the left side of (23), and taking the 8pur, we get the following formula analogous to Parseval's:
This expansion theorem shows the reciprocity between P and Q, and can be applied to the non-localizable field theory.
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By the theory of Hilbert space, any element 8 of S can be expanded as rr dp dq This expansion theorem shows the reciprocity between P and Q, and can be applied to the non-localizable field theory.
